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Effect of hydrostatic pressure on the electrical conductance
of polycrystalline magnesite„MgCO3…

A. N. Papathanassiou
University of Athens, Department of Physics, Section of Solid State Physics, Panepistimiopolis, GR 157 84 Zografos, Athens,

~Received 4 September 1997; revised manuscript received 23 February 1998!

The room-temperature conductance of polycrystalline magnesite was measured, for different hydrostatic
pressures up to 3 kbar. The electrical conductivity decreases with increasing pressure, indicating that the
conductivity mechanism is dominantly ionic. The lnG(P) plots are curved and obey a second-order polynomial
law. The curvature is interpreted, in the usual manner, either in terms of a pressure-dependent activation
volume model or by asserting that the pressure activates additional conduction modes. Additionally, a theo-
retical lnG(P) equation was derived, by assuming that the activation volume is not single valued, but follows
a Gaussian distribution function. The three models were employed to analyze the experimental data and
estimate the activation volume for the conduction mechanism. The analyses provided compatible zero-pressure
values of the activation volume. The results are discussed in relation to those reported for dolomite.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Calcite (CaCO3), magnesite (MgCO3) and their mixed
crystal dolomite@CaMg~CO3!2# constitute the calcite family
which is the most well known and representative gro
among the carbonate salts. The calcite group members s
the rhombohedral crystal structure, which is also called
calcite structure.1–3 There are potential differences betwe
the calcite group members and the typical ionic crysta
such as sodium chloride:1 The structural units of a simple
ionic material are single cations and anions, which are io
cally bonded; the carbonate matrix consists of cations an
trioxygen carbonate radical. The Cl ions have a spher
symmetry in the simple NaCl structure and serve as cen
of symmetry. This is not the case for the carbonates;
carbonate radical forms an equilateral triangle, with the o
gens located at the edges and the carbon placed in
center.1,4 Although the calcite group crystals are classified
ionic materials, they exhibit the feature that the bonding
side the carbonate is covalent whereas, as recently foun
magnesite,4 the bonding between the cation and the carb
ate is strongly ionic, with a small but significant covale
contribution. The specific crystal structural and bonding
culiarities, which the calcite-type crystals exhibit in compa
son to the features of simple ionic crystals, render them
teresting materials for pure, theoretical and experimen
study. Moreover, the calcite-type crystals constitute a pro
complete set of materials for working on the field of mix
crystals, as magnesite and calcite are the end members o
mixed crystal dolomite.

A systematic investigation of the dielectric and electric
properties of the calcite family have been conduc
recently.5–11 In those papers, we studied the effect of mixi
on the defect structure establishment and on the dipole
namic. The free charge transport phenomena were also s
ied through dielectric relaxation experiments.

Magnesite is itself a challenging system for transport
periments, since covalent bonding exists in a dominan
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~8!/4432~6!/$15.00
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ionic matrix. Besides, the collection of the values of the a
tivation volume for the mixed crystal and its compounds
desirable, for understanding the influence of the lattice c
stant variation~long-range effect12! and the modification of
the environment~the structural units!, which surrounds the
transferring charge carrier, to the value of the activation v
ume. We have already reported the results for dolomi9

while, in the present paper, we study the conductivity p
nomena under pressure in magnesite. Apart from the inte
in the pure research on carbonate salts, our results may
tribute to more advantageous technological application13

since carbonates are widely used in the industry for prep
ing refractory materials, cements, paper, rubber, and phar
ceutical products. Recalling that the calcite-type mater
are widespread earth materials, our results may also be
for the microscopic interpretation of long-range electric
geophysical phenomena.14,15

II. THEORY

The transport experiments under pressure provide in
mation for the identity of the conduction mechanism a
probe the volume changes induced by the formation, mig
tion and association of defects.16 Concerning the transpor
phenomena, pressure studies may define the origin of
transport mechanism; i.e., whether an ionic, electronic
protonic mechanism operates.17,18Besides, the effect of pres
sure is quantitatively described through the evaluation of
activation volumeyact.

For the ionic crystals, the conductance measurement
the vicinity of room temperature~RT! usually determine the
activation volumeyact in the association region, through th
following equation:16,19–22

yact52kTF S ] ln G

]P D
T

2gk0G , ~1!

wherek denotes the Boltzmann’s constant,G is the sample’s
conductance,g is the Grüneisen constant, andk0 is the iso-
4432 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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thermal compressibility of the matrix. Provided that the te
gk0 is practically negligible, the following simplified ap
proximate equation is valid:

yact>2kTS ] ln G

]P D
T

. ~2!

The significance of thegk0 term for the analysis of the
rough experimental data, will be discussed in detail in S
IV. There is no physical argument that imposes the acti
tion volume to be pressure independent.14 The percentage
variation of the activation volumeyact with respect to pres-
sure is expressed by the compressibilitykact of the activation
volume:14

kact52
1

yact S ]yact

]P D
T

. ~3!

If we assume thatkact holds a constant nonzero value a
that ukactPu!1, an analytical approximate expression for t
conductance as a second-order polynomial of pressure ca
derived:14

lnS G~P!

G~0! D5Fyact~0!

kT
2gk0GP2Fkactyact~0!

2kT GP2, ~4!

where we have labeled the ambient pressure as zero pre
and we assumed the quantitiesk0 andg are constant.

Modified theory of the ionic conductivity under pressu
It has long been known that the activation energyEact of the
conductivity mechanism in many insulators is not single v
ued, but it follows a distribution function.23 For the calcite,6

dolomite,10 and magnesite,24 we found that the activation
energy for long-distance charge transport is distributed.
pending on the specific type of material, the activation
ergy Eact can be either directly identified to the migratio
enthalpyhm for the transfer of free charge carriers, or, mo
likely, it can be regarded as a sum of the migration entha
plus a portion of association energyEassfor the formation of
defect dipoles~i.e., impurity-vacancy agglomerates!.25,26 If
the association energy is presumed, in the latter case
single valued, we may state that the distribution in the a
vation energy results somehow from the distribution of
migration enthalpy. Thus, the distribution in the activati
energy is assigned to the spatial variation of the height of
potential barriers. It is reasonable to assume that the ac
tion energy values for the conduction mechanism accumu
around a central value. It is convenient to consider that
distribution around the central value is Gaussian, as it occ
for the bound defect motion.27–29

Consider now the simplified picture for the activation vo
ume as being the volume change, when we take two state
the transport process: a ground state and an excited o18

The volume change depends on the size of the transfer
charge. Now, assume that a certain type of ion migra
through a crystal environment, where the potentials are s
tially modified. When the moving charge is instantly locat
at a saddle point higher than another one, then, the vol
change should be larger than that caused when the s
carrier is located at a lower saddle point. Hence, the act
tion volume values are expected to benot single valued.
Subsequently, the distribution in the activation energy val
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results in the distribution in the activation volume values.
a first approximation, the Gaussian distribution in the acti
tion energy is assigned to the modification of the poten
barriers. It seems reasonable to consider that the activa
volume values follow the Gaussian distribution function:

f ~yact!5
1

A2p•s
expS 2

~yact2y0
act!2

2s2 D ~5!

wherey0
act is the central value ands is the broadening pa

rameter. According to Eq.~2!, the conductance decreas
exponentially as pressure increases, for a simple mecha
that is characterized by a constant activation volume:

G~P!/G~0!5expS 2
yact

kT
PD . ~6!

The last equation can be modified to include the effect of
distribution in the values of the activation volume:

G~P!

G~0!
5E

2`

1`

f ~yact!
G~P,yact!

G~0,yact!
dyact

5E
2`

1` 1

A2p•s
expS 2

~yact2y0
act!2

2s2 D
3expS 2

yact

kT
PDdyact. ~7!

The integral appearing in Eq.~7! is rather a routine one.30 So,
Eq. ~7! becomes

G~P!

G~0!
5expS s2

2 S P

kTD 2

2y0
actS P

kTD D . ~8!

By taking the logarithm of the latter relation, we get

lnS G~P!

G~0! D5S s2

2~kT!2D P22S y0
act

kTD P. ~9!

We conclude that a conduction mechanism, with Gauss
distribution in the activation volume values, provides curv
ln G(P) plots, which obey a second order polynomial law.
second-order polynomial fit to the experimental data dire
readily to the evaluation of the central valuey0

act and the
width parameters.

Modified equations, which include a distribution functio
for the activation energy, have been proposed in order to
the thermal depolarization curves of insulators.27,28,31A great
number of distinguished papers have established, both t
retically and experimentally, that the relaxation mechanis
traced by the thermally stimulated depolarization curr
~TSDC! experiments, are characterized by the Gaussian
tribution in the activation energy, in most cases. To the b
of our knowledge, the idea of a distribution of the defe
volume parameters has not been worked out yet.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Both the single crystal and the polycrystalline MgCO3
salts share the name of magnesite. Our samples come
the large deposits of compact polycrystalline magnes
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which are located in the island of Euboea~Greece!.2 Their
exhibiting characteristic is the white~snowlike! color. This
material is known in the literature with the specific nam
leukolite, which is interpreted as ‘‘white-stone,’’ when tran
lated in Greek. The analysis performed by the Institute
Geological and Mining Research~IGME! ~Greece!, gave the
following results: 47.90 % wt MgO, 2.80 % wt Si, 0.02 % w
Al, 0.13 wt % Fe, 0.41 % wt Ca, 0.02 % wt Mn, 0.02 % w
Sr, less than 0.01 % wt K, 0.04 wt % Na and 0.31 %
humidity.

The experiments were performed in a piston type press
vessel, which employs oil as the pressure transmitting fl
The conductance measurements were obtained by a Boo
75c bridge. The typical dimensions of the specimens w
approximately 0.5 mm34 cm2. An extensive description o
the pressure apparatus and the details concerning the ex
mental procedure, have been reported in a paper that
peared recently.9

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electrical characterization of the conduction mechanism.

Since the pressure vessel accommodates a two-elec
sample holder,9 we checked if the conductance is masked
the probable space-charge contribution: In the working
quency of 5 kHz, we carried out successive measuremen
certain constant pressure values, throughout the pres
range. We concluded that the conductivity is within the e
perimental errors, time independent. The latter investiga
is highly desirable when unknown materials are electrica
studied; it has been reported that the space-charge cont
tion is present in rocks, even at a frequency of 1 kHz32

Moreover, the conductance is actually frequency depend
but its decrease upon pressure stems from the reductio
the dc conductivity. Thus, the pressure derivative of the c
ductance directs to the evaluation of the activation volum
indeed, at least for the low-pressure region~See Refs. 33 and
9!. Finally, the pressurization cycle is not accompanied
any hysterisis phenomenon. A decrease of the conduct
upon pressure is typical for ionic materials and can be in
preted as the reduction of the mobility of the moving spec
on pressure. The conduction mechanism is impeded, as
increase of the pressure brings the structural units of
material close together. We do not observe even the sligh
increase of the conductance upon pressure. Conseque
there does not exist any obvious electronic conduct
mechanism,20 neither do traces of humidity detected in th
sample’s analyses, introduce a protonic-type conductivit18

In the past years, curved plots were reported for some io
crystals,34,19 as well as for dolomite.9

Quantitative analyses.

In the following, we deal with a couple of pressure e
periments: the first was performed atT5300 K and the sec-
ond one was carried out by cooling the pressure vesselT
5290 K. In Fig. 1, we present the logarithm of the condu
tance G versus pressure, atT5300 K. The experimenta
points indicate the nonlinear decrease of the lnG(P) plot.
Within the ionic conductivity model, the curvature in th
conductance plot shares three interpretations:
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~i! One or more additional mechanisms become activa
as pressure increases and, consequently, the lnG(P) plot de-
parts from linearity. Consequently, the slope provides
apparent activation volume value, for each pressure value
the low-pressure limit, we may obtain the actual~real! acti-
vation volume value that corresponds to the zero-press
state. By fitting the linear Eq.~2! to the data points up to
about 650 bar, we getyact5~2261! cm3/mole, atT5300 K
and yact5~2162! cm3/mole, atT5290 K. We note that the
latter constant values of the activation volume correspond
the low-pressure~zero-pressure! mechanism.

~ii ! A unique mode of migration operates and the activ
tion volume is pressure dependent. So, the slope of the
ductance plot, at any pressure, gives the value ofyact(P).
The percentage variation of the activation volume is e
pressed through the compressibilitykact, which is defined via
Eq. ~3!. The analytical second-order approximation of E
~4! presumes that the compressibility of the activation v
ume kact is constant andukactPu!1. However, we tried a
polynomial fit, and found that a second-order polynom
equation best fits the experimental points

ln G~P!5 ln G~0!1aP1bP2. ~10!

Using Eqs.~2! and ~3!, we may prove readily that

yact>2kT~a12bP!, ~11!

kact522b/~a12bP!. ~12!

In Table I we present the coefficientsa andb, which were
derived by fitting Eq.~10! to the experimental data points
Additionally, the zero-pressure value of the activation v
ume and its compressibility, which were obtained throu
Eqs. ~11! and ~12!, are depicted. We stress that Eq.~10!
results from a pure mathematical procedure, in contras
Eq. ~4!, which is derived on the basis of physical argume
(kact5constant andukactPu!1). We point out that a second
order polynomial equation has also been selected in orde
analyze the conductivity plots of polymers.35 Varotsos and
Alexopoulos proposed that the ratiokact/k0 , wherek0 is the
matrix compressibility should be at most equal to 5.14 This
can serve as an index for checking the quality of the anal
employed. The ratiokact/k0 , wherek0 is the compressibility
of the matrix magnesite, is about 290, atT5290 K and 415,
at 300 K.~A detailed discussion on the elastic properties a
the compressibility data of polycrystalline magnesite a

FIG. 1. A typical lnG(P) plot for polycrystalline magnesite. The
solid line is the second-order polynomial curve that best fits
experimental data points. The dashed line is the straight line tha
the low-pressure conductance data.
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TABLE I. Results obtained by the second-order polynomial fit to the relative conductance data.a andb
denote the polynomial coefficients of Eq.~10!. Following the notation used in the text, model~ii ! assumes
that a unique conductivity mechanism operates, with pressure-dependent activation volume. Th
pressure values ofyact(0) and kact(0) were derived via Eqs.~11! and ~12!. Model ~iii ! asserts that the
activation volume is not single valued, but obeys a Gaussian distribution.y0

act is the central value ands
denotes the broadening parameter.

T
~K!

a
(1024 bar21)

b
(1027 bar22)

Model ~ii ! Model ~iii !

yact(0)
(cm3/mole)

kact(0)
(GPa21)

y0
act

(cm3/mole)
s

y0
act

290 27.9860.45 1.3460.14 1961 3.460.4 1961 0.6560.04
300 28.3660.41 2.0460.24 2161 4.960.6 2161 0.7660.06
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given in the next subsection.! These values are about tw
orders of magnitude larger than those theoretica
predicted,14 but they are comparable to the large experim
tal values reported for some ionic crystals, like erbium-dop
SrF2 ~Ref. 36! and sodium doped CaF2.

37

~iii ! A unique mechanism, which is characterized by
distribution in the values of the activation volume, operat
For a Gaussian distribution, a second-order polynomial fi
the data provides the set of parametersy0

act and s. Keeping
the notation of Eq.~9!, we get, in combination with Eq.~10!,

y0
act52akT, ~13!

s5A2bkT. ~14!

In Table I, we present the central valuey0
act and the ratio

s/y0
act, which were obtained by using Eq.~13! and~14!. The

physical content of assumption~ii ! is potentially different
than that of assumption~iii !: The activation volumes derive
from assumption~ii !, are zero-pressure ones. On the co
trary, y0

act is a mean activation volume and is pressure in
pendent.

The activation volume values, which were obtained
linear fit to the low-pressure data, are compatible, within
experimental errors, to the zero-pressure ones, which w
derived from the second-order polynomial fit. They are a
in agreement with those obtained when adopting the Ga
ian distribution model. The three different ways which we
used to analyse the experimental data, provide compar
results and they certify the reliability of the zero-pressureyact

values. Which of the above models best describes the cu
conductivity plots is still an open question. Unfortunate
there is not any experimental scheme that provides a
answer to the aforementioned question. The common po
y
-
d

.
o

-
-

y
e
re
o
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ed
,
m
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which the three models share, is that they all point to id
tical zero pressure and they0

act values for the activation vol-
ume, and these values of the activation volume are actu
real ~not apparent! ones.

The role of the sample’s volume change upon pressure.

The activation volume value is usually considered prop
tional to the lnG(P) plot, as implied by the approximate Eq
~2!. The condition that the termgk0 of Eq. ~1! is consider-
ably small is necessary, so as to determine whether a co
tion to the activation volume values reported above
desired.16,18

How should the conductance data under pressure be
lyzed when the specimen is a porous one? Which is the
of the porosity reduction? We have recently proposed a n
model38 that provides the elastic term correction to the ac
vation volume evaluation:

S ] ln G~P!

]P D
T

52
yact

kT
1~g2 2

3 !k0~P!1 2
3 k~P! ~15!

wherek0 is the compressibility of the solid grains~which are
usually labeled as the ‘‘matrix’’ material! and it is certainly
identical to the compressibility measured for a single cr
tal!. k is the compressibility of the polycrystalline materia
i.e., the system consisting of the solid frame~matrix! and the
intergranular porosity.

The compressibilities appearing in Eq.~15! were obtained
from the bulk modulus~which is the inverse of the com
pressibility! versus the pressure data, for two differe
samples of dry polycrystalline magnesite.39 We considered
that the adiabatic bulk modulus data practically coincide
the isothermal ones. Since, for the majority of the geoma
-

it-
al
TABLE II. Comparative presentation of the RT compressibilityk0 of the matrix material, the compress
ibility k of the polycrystalline material, and the right-hand-side elastic terms appearing in Eq.~15!, in relation
to the zero-pressure pressure derivative of the lnG(P) plot. The compressibilities were estimated by explo
ing two sets of data cited in Ref. 39, in the way explained in the text. The Gru¨neisen constant was set equ
to 1.7.14 All data correspond to ambient~zero! pressure.

k0(0)
(GPa21)

k(0)
(GPa21)

(g2
2
3 )k0(0)

(GPa21)

2
3 k(0)

(GPa21)

2(] ln G(0)/]P)T (GPa21)

T5290 K T5300 K

0.0122 0.0134 0.0126 0.0089 7.98 8.36
0.0126 0.0145 0.0129 0.0097
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4436 PRB 58A. N. PAPATHANASSIOU
rials, the difference between the isothermal elastic data
the adiabatic ones, ranges from 0.5 to 1.3 %, at ro
temperature.40 At ambient pressure, the value of the bu
modulus directs to the~ambient pressure! k[1/B. A linear
extrapolation of the high-pressure data, where porosity is
duced, to the zero pressure41 yields an estimated value of th
ambient pressure compressibilityk0[1/B0 . We estimated
two sets of elastic quantities, corresponding to two exp
mental data sets cited in Ref. 39:B>74.6 GPa, B0
>81.74 GPa, dB0 /dP>8.4 and B>68.9 GPa, andB0
>74.41 GPa,dB0 /dP>8.4. Note that thedB0 /dP values
~for the matrix material! are compatible to those reported f
many ionic materials.14

In Table II we present the zero-pressure compressibili
k0(0) andk(0), theelastic terms participating in Eq.~15!
and the zero-pressure conductance derivatives. We see
the both elastic terms are~in total! 0.24–0.30 % smaller tha
the slope2(] ln G/]P)T . Consequently, the approximate r
lation represented by Eq.~2!, is excellent. The effects of th
matrix material compression and the contribution of the
rosity modification do not, practically speaking, influence t
activation volume values for magnesite.

Comparison with the results for dolomite†CaMg„CO3…2‡.

Recently, we measured the conductance of dolomite
RT, for various pressure values up to 3 kbar.9 Throughout
the pressure range, the conductance plots of both magn
and dolomite are quite similar; the logarithm of the condu
tance decreases nonlinearly upon pressure and obe
second-order polynomial law. In both cases, the conducta
is dominantly ionic, with apparent activation volume, whi
decreases upon pressure. Figure 2 shows the RT z
pressure activation volume values obtained by linear reg
sion to the low-pressure region, in relation to the unitary c
volume, for magnesite and dolomite. The activation volum
for magnesite and dolomite are close together. It seems
the two systems share the same type of conduction me
nism. We speculate that the size of the transferring ions
the migrating paths are probably the same. A direct insp
tion on Fig. 2 implies that the activation volume decrea
slightly on increasing the unitary cell volume of the carbo
ate salt. A small unitary volume imposes a large activat
volume value. This can be regarded as the strong lattice
pansion, which occurs during the operation of the activat
mechanism.
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V. CONCLUSION

By varying the pressure, we found that the transport p
nomena of polycrystalline magnesite are described, at ro
temperature, by the ionic conductivity model. The condu
tion mechanism is imbedded throughout the pressure ra
~up to 3 kbar!. The logarithm of the conductance decreas
nonlinearly upon pressure. A second-order polynomial l
best fits the experimental data points. The curvature in
conductance plots are interpreted through three models~i!
different additional mechanisms are activated as pres
augments,~ii ! a unique mechanism with activation volum
which is pressure dependent, operates, or~iii ! the activation
volume is not single valued, but follows a Gaussian distrib
tion function around a central value. The data were analy
by using each of the above-mentioned models. The act
tion volume values, which were evaluated via the three m
els, are mutually compatible. The comparison of the pres
results to those reported for dolomite, indicates that the a
vation volume for the calcite-type carbonate salts, decrea
slightly upon the volume of the hexagonal unit cell.

FIG. 2. The room-temperature and zero-pressure activation
umes yact for the calcite-type carbonate salts.D, magnesite (T
5300 K); h, magnesite (T5290 K); s: dolomite (T5294 K).
The results for magnesite are given in the text, while those
dolomite were published previously.9
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